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AIRLINESAIRLINES

G&G Aviation proposes to airlines an integrated package of products 
and services ranging from the offer and research of aircraft and 
engines, with various formulas, to solutions for maintenance and the 
supply of on board equipment or of technical or commercial support 
services.



  

G&G manages in a global manner all the aspects relevant to the sale, purchase and lease of aircraft and engines ranging from the 
regional turboprop to the long haul wide body. 

· Purchasing of new aircraft and engines

· Trading of used aircraft and engines

· Short and long terms leasing of aircraft and engines

· Management of assets at the end of life 

· Sale & Lease Back transactions

· Engine Exchange
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Thanks to the long experience and the integration of the resources available in the wide and diversified network of representations, 
cooperations and contacts at worldwide level, G&G Aviation is in position to offer a tailored support for the fleet management.

Infact, depending on customer needs, G&G can from time to time act as a representative of the seller, as a broker or as a consultant of 
the airline in the selection and negotiation aimed to the acquisition or leasing of airplanes and engines.
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G&G, that has also been appointed representative by manufacturers like SAAB 
e Fairchild Dornier, currently collaborate with various Dealers, Brokers, Lessors, 
MRO e Financial entities based from Sidney to San Francisco.
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Aircraft and engines

For the aircraft and engine trading G&G propose also an innovative method, 
through the web site  www.air-more.com  that combines the usual 
professionality with the opportunities offered by the internet network.



  

WheelTugWheelTug
the revolutionary aircraft electric taxiing systemthe revolutionary aircraft electric taxiing system

G&G proudly offers to airlines WheelTug the system that allows narrow body 
aircraft to autonomously move back and forth on the ramp using, instead of 
tractors and jet engines, an electric motor installed in the nose wheels and 
powered by the APU.

This great idea provides huge advantages to the operators in terms of fuel burn, 
time savings (up to 20 minutes per cycle) and safety which, all together, 
translate into tremendous economic savings that may turn operations from loss 
to profit.

The system is also offered with an innovative business approach that does not 
require any investment from the airline and bases payments on actually 
achieved savings.
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the Wheeltug system has been 
reserved by
22 airlines

worldwide for installation on
976 aircraft

of the A320 and B737NG families



  

Video surveillance for aircraft security and safetyVideo surveillance for aircraft security and safety

FlightVu: The cabin crew has, with this system, a complete control of the entire cabin and is 
therefore able to monitor, and quickly react, to potential problems created by disruptive 
passenger or criminal behaviours as well as to improve the service offered to passengers. The 
recording capability may be used for subsequent analysis or demonstration. 

VIP System: The business aircraft are often left unattended in minor airports and are therefore 
subject to theft of objects on board or parts and can be intentionally or incidentally damaged 
without the crew being aware. The system detects any movement occurring in the vicinity of the 
aircraft and starts recording the event so that, upon getting on board, the crew may exactly 
know if any dangerous or illegal situation occurred while the aircraft was parked.
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CabinVu:  Provides the mandatory cockpit door monitoring delivering to pilots, through different cameras, live images of the complete 
area outside the cockpit. The IR illumination allows a perfect view even in low lighting conditions.

CargoVu: This systems, providing video recording of the baggage and cargo hold areas, prevent thefts in the baggages and or mishandling 
and can be used as a proof of occurred events.

SmokeVu: While fire and smoke may be extremely dangerous for an aircraft, the false alarms that could be generated by the conventional 
dedicated systems can be detrimental to airline operations. SmokeVu, with strategically located cameras, allow the crew to visually verify 
the situation in the area of the alarm and take the most appropriate action.

Video systems can prove very important for both aircraft 
security and safety.

G&G Aviation offers the five different product lines of AD 
Aerospace, leader in this field, which help in protecting the 
passenger, baggage, cargo and the aircraft itself: 



  

MaintenanceMaintenance

AIRLINESAIRLINES

Aircraft require a continous care in order to ensure safe and efficient operation and the compliance with aviation regulation. 
Understanding the extreme importance of timely and cost effective supply of aircraft maintenance and refurbishing, G&G 
Aviation has established, for those activities that operators wish to be performed by third parties, a complete support network 
aimed to obtain the best combination of quality, timing and cost.
The management of the relationship with multiple suppliers facilitate the availability of slots perfectly meeting customer 
requirements. 

G&G Aviation is the exclusive 
European representative of Global 
Engine Maintenance (GEM), which 
is specializing in the maintenance, 
overhaul, leasing, trading and 
exchanging of CFM56  (-3 and -7) 
and JT8D-200 aircraft engines.
With the benefit of its new facility, 
experience of its personnel and 
management of its inventory, GEM 
can produce engines with quick 
TAT and excellent performance. In 
addition, GEM has trained 
mechanics ready to be deployed 
anywhere in the world at a 
moment’s notice to deliver 
unsurpassed service for 
unscheduled maintenance events.

Thanks to preferential cooperation 
relationships with the main Italian 
and foreign MROs G&G can offer 
for engines  not managed by GEM 
and for aircraft, helicopters and 
components any level of 
maintanance.
The company can also support the 
customers in the selection and 
management of "Power by the 
Hour" maintenance plans, and in 
the negotiation of service contracts.



  

 Painting and interiors Painting and interiors

AIRLINESAIRLINES

PAINTING
INTERIORS

The passengers satisfaction is given by the safety of maintenance, but also by 
aesthetic of the aircraft and the comfort on board. Costant attention is, 
therefore, needed to ensure that these aspects are always in line with 
expectations and market standards.

With respect to aircraft external look, G&G can arrange for quality 
painting  for commercial and business airplanes and helicopters, 
either for maintaining the quality or for a total replacement of the 
livery, with drawings supplied by the customer or specially designed.
Works are performed with the latest generation equipment, also 
used by manufacures for the first painting of the new aircraft.
In addition G&G can provide a paint protection application capable 
of extending the painting interval while maintaining the best possible 
appearance.

The assistance for refurbishing of 
cabin interior  is provided both to 
airlines and executive private 
operators bearing in mind their 
respective objectives and ensuring the 
best result.



  

Hangar and coverHangar and cover

For the recovery and maintenance of aircraft G&G Aviation can supply hangars, 
with aluminum modular structure, designed on the specific customer 
requirements.
These hangars, with a span up to 90 m, can accomodate any type of aircraft and 
helicopter and feature a fast installation, the possibility to be relocated and a 
cost significantly lower than a conventional structure.

The structures are produced in Italy and can be installed on the airport pavement 
without the need for special foundations.

Wide doors of various types are also made by the same factory.
The resistance to wind and snow loads can be optimized on the basis of the typical data 
for the planned location.

The sides can be closed by Pvc fabric or rigid panels and several accessories, including 
internal cranes, can be supplied depending on the intended use of the structure.

In addition to the use as hangars the wide range of modular coverings, that can be made 
in any lenght, are suitable to realize passenger terminals, cargo and spare parts stores.

AIRLINESAIRLINES



  

Maintenance docksMaintenance docks

For maintenance of airplanes and helicopters, both civil and military, G&G offers a 
very wide series of products allowing the comfortable and safe access to any point 
of the aircraft thus increasing the efficiency of the operations.

The access systems, manufactured by Albret Pourteau, range from simple fixed, or 
variable height, stairs up to complex tail docks, even motorized or suspended, for 
wide body aircraft.

The docks can be made in accordance with the needs and specific constrains of the 
customer due, for example, to the hangar configuration or the performance of 
activities on different aircraft types in the same bay.

From time to time the designers of Albret Porteau study dimensional solutions or 
special shapes as well as methods for easy reconfiguration of the docks to serve 
different aircraft.

AIRLINESAIRLINES



  

ConsultingConsulting
The consulting offered by G&G Aviation may cover all areas of the civil aviation including:

- Development of business plans
- Aircraft selection for the required missions
- Aircraft technical evaluation
- Negotiation of aircraft contracts (purchase, sale or lease)
- Set-up and managements of tenders for the purchase or sale of products and services
- Airline survey and evaluation (company value, review of organization etc.)
- Research and negotiation for the supplying of maintenance and training
- Auditing of airline operating planning
- Evaluation and selection of fleet insurance coverages
- Assistance for obtaining authorizations and certifications from Civil Aviation Authorities
- Head hunting of staff and management
- Creation and design of name, logo and general image of new and exhisting operators
   (Global Image Coordination)

While some of the services are specific to airlines, the majority can be provided to any commercial, executive and aerial work operator 
or aviation financing entity.

G&G Aviation consulting is based on the direct experience and skills as well as on those of the represented companies and takes 
advantage of the relationships entertained with aircraft manufacturers and financial companies. Whenever necessary G&G does also 
coordinate the activity of indipendent experts.

A constant monitoring of available aircraft and of the main transactions taking place on the market is 
carried on by G&G in order to support its direct trading activity and the consulting expertise.

G&G Aviation has been hired by various airlines and privates to conduct, on their behalf, negotiation on 
new aircraft purchasing and leasing  as well as for used aircraft sales and for maintenance agreements 
relevant to airframe, engines and components.

The total value of the agreements negotiated by G&G in the recent years far exceeds one billion USD.

AIRLINESAIRLINES



  

Appraisals and evaluationsAppraisals and evaluations
The proper assesment of the fair market value of an aircraft is fundamental in any 
transaction in order to guarantee the interest of the buyer and/or that of the finance 
company behind the purchasing.

Thanks to its wide technical and commercial experience G&G Aviation is very active, and 
is a leader in Italy, in the appraisal concerning any type of civil aircraft that, depending on 
customer requirements can provide indications about:

- Current market value (for used aircraft)
- Consistency of the purchase price (for new aircraft)
- Forecast of future market value (i.e. at the end of a lease period)
-Commercial value after cargo conversion or specific maintenance event
- Value with special equipment 

The appraisal process, that may include the phisical inspection  of the aircraft and 
relevant documentation, is always based on the actual market conditions, which are 
continuously monitored, and can also regard stocks of aeronautical materials. 

The main customers for the above activities are Financial and Leasing Companies, 
Airlines, Small Operators, and Company Receivers. 

Beside aicraft appraisals, G&G makes also evaluations of entire aviation organizations (airlines, airplane and helicopter operators, 
maintenance shops) or specific portions thereof.

These types of evaluations, generally made for management, shareholders or potential buyers, include also the analysis of commercial, 
management, and balance sheet aspects.

AIRLINESAIRLINES



  

G&G Aviation offers a wide range of technical services, that facilitate the fleet management, including: 

● Aircraft and engines inspection

● Aircraft technical acceptance

● Review of technical records and traceability

● Aircraft delivery

● Assistance in the workscope definitions 

● Technical representation c/o third party facilities

● Rewiev and updating of maintenance manual and procedures 

The technical services can be provided both in support or in substitution of the operator internal structure, for example in workload 
peeks of the latter.

In other cases the inspections and records analysis can be made to assess the status of the aircraft, in view of its possible acquisition or 
appraisal, or the compliance with the contract terms upon a redelivery at lease end.

Before assigning the performance of a maintenance event to a third party shop, it is 
quite important, especially for engines, to properly define the workscope in order to 
optimize the cost of the event versus the expected lenght of operations to the next one. 

Among other activities G&G Technical Services coordinated, on behalf of Seller, the 
complete acceptance/delivery process of 11 MD-82, to various Italian and foreign 
customers, and worked aside a major airline in the review of technical documentation 
for the phase in of a non EASA aircraft.

AIRLINESAIRLINES

Technical services



  

Lease managementLease management
Leasing of aircraft, helicopters and engines is increasingly getting popular as it allows a more efficient management of assets having high 
cost and technological content improving also their flexibility of use.

The utilization of aircraft and engines by third parties requires anyway a complex management in order to guarantee to the owner the 
protection of its asset and the compliance with all economic, financial, insurance, operational and technical factors of the lease 
agreement or prescribed by the aviation authorities.

Thanks to its 360 degree experience in the civil aviation field and to the many transactions managed, G&G Aviation offers to the owners 
of the aviation assets, either commercial or executive, a complete Asset Management Service  relieving them from any burden while 
granting, at the same time, the full control on the leased assets.

Depending on customer requirements G&G can perform the following activities:

● Offer the aircraft or engine on the market under exclusive mandate 

● Draft leasing offers (subject to owner approval)

●  Negotiate with potential lessee 

● Assist in the inspection and acceptance process by lessee

●  Assist in drafting and finalization of LOI 

● Assist in drafting and finalization of the lease agreement

● Lease administration (calculation for invoicing, relationship with lessee etc.) 

● Manage maintenance events and records 

● Periodical technical and administrative auditing 

● Manage delayed or missing payment

●  Manage aircraft return at the end of lease with evaluation of the status and determination/negotiation of the applicable technical 
or economical adjustments

AIRLINESAIRLINES



  

In the field of Executive aviation, G&G offers new In the field of Executive aviation, G&G offers new jetsjets, , 
manufactured by manufactured by ONEONE  AVIATION, and a complete support for the  AVIATION, and a complete support for the 
trading and management trading and management of used aircraft of any kind.of used aircraft of any kind.
In addition provides solutions for In addition provides solutions for maintenance, financingmaintenance, financing, , 
appraisals appraisals and and insuranceinsurance

EXECUTIVE OPERATORSEXECUTIVE OPERATORS



  

Eclipse
The most efficient and economic twin jet in the world

The Eclipse 550, produced by Eclipse Aerospace, combines the lowest acquisition 
and operating costs, for a twin jet, with excellent equipment and performances. 
The aircraft is offered with a 5 year warranty  and the Eclipse Advantage 
maintenance program which covers parts and labor costs for all scheduled 
events of the first 5 years or 1,000 flight hours.

The Eclipse 550 has a capacity up to 5 passengers and a range of 1.125 nautical 
miles. The aircraft can fly at 41.000 feet and at a speed of 375 knots.

Certified for single pilot, the Eclipse 550 has dual integrated FMS, antiskid 
system, XM Meteo with moving map, WAAS, Auto Throttle, Synthetic Vision and 
more.

Since June 2015 One Aviation offers also the Eclipse SE, a cheaper version made 
on the basis of an existing Eclipse 500.

EXECUTIVE OPERATORSEXECUTIVE OPERATORS

http://www.ggaviation.com/ing/news/eclipsese2.html


  

Trading
For the trading of aircraft and helicopters with features differing from those produced by its 
representations Eclipse ed MD Helicopters, G&G provides, thanks to the experience and methods 
matured in the commercial aviation field, an added value particularly useful for the customers of this 
sector of aviation. 

Differently from many operators in this field G&G doesn’t act as a pure broker between buyer and seller 
but works as a partner of one of the two parties to whom offers a complete and professional consulting 
service representing it in any aspect and caring of its interest through the entire transaction.

Infact for a customer wishing to buy an aircraft, new or used, G&G provides its assistance in the 
following activities: 
· Evaluation of the aircraft type most suitable to customer requirements
· Research of actually available aircraft on both the new and used market
· Technical and economical evaluation of the aircraft identified on the market
· Commercial and contractual negotiation for the selected aircraft
· Research of the best solutions for the technical management of the aircraft
· Management of possible modifications or interior refurbishing 
· Assistance on title transfer and aircraft registration procedures

In case of sale of an aircraft G&G does:
· Evaluate the aircraft with reference to the market to determine the proper asking price
· Advertise the aircraft in different and effective ways
· Arrange the inspection of the aircraft by potential buyers
· Carry the commercial and contractual negotiation
· Assist on title transfer procedures
To guarantee such services G&G established a network of agreements and contacts at both 
domestic and international level.
Also for executive aircraft and helicopters trading, G&G propose, through the site www.air-
more.com, an additional innovative method combining the usual professionalism with the 
opportunities granted by internet network.

EXECUTIVE OPERATORSEXECUTIVE OPERATORS



  

Other products and services

EXECUTIVE OPERATORSEXECUTIVE OPERATORS

G&G Aviation offers also to Executive Operators the following products and services, optimized for the needs 
of this type of customers but essentially similar to those described in the section relevant to Airlines: 

 Maintenance, painting and interiors

 Hangar and cover

 Docks

 Consulting

 Appraisals

 Technical services

 Lease management



  

In the In the rotary wing rotary wing sector, G&G offers sector, G&G offers newnew  helicopters, made by  helicopters, made by 
MD HelicoptersMD Helicopters, and a complete support for , and a complete support for trading and trading and 
management management of any type of preowned aircraft .of any type of preowned aircraft .
It further proposes solutions for It further proposes solutions for insuranceinsurance  and  and appraisalappraisal  and for  and for 
maintenance and financingmaintenance and financing  

HELICOPTER OPERATORSHELICOPTER OPERATORS



  

MD 500 series
G&G Aviation represents in Italy MD Helicopters  which produces 
three different series of turbine helicopters (500, 600 and Explorer) 
each with numerous variants and configurations to meet the needs 
of the executive transport as well as those of EMS and aerial work 
for civil, military and police operations. These helicopters are 
characterized by the Notar© system.

The MD 500 series helicopters are the result of more than 40 years of market 
leadership, innovation, performance and value. The MD 500 series helicopters 
offer a wide range of operating capabilities coupled with speed, agility, power, 
safety and low direct operating cost. Each of these single-turbine engine 
helicopters has proven itself as a superior performer for a wide variety of 
mission requirements: executive transport, law enforcement, electronic news 
gathering, utility operations, aerial survey and as a light observation 
helicopter for military missions.

HELICOPTER OPERATORSHELICOPTER OPERATORS



  

MD 600N
MD 600N is a light utility civilian helicopter. It is a 
stretched eight-seat development of the five-seat 
MD520N helicopter. McDonnell Douglas stretched 
the MD 520N fuselage by inserting a plug aft of the 
cockpit/cabin bulkhead and stretching the NOTAR 
tail boom. The larger fuselage allows for an extra 
(middle) row of seats. Other differences compared 
with the MD 520N include a new six blade main 
rotor (the MD 520N has a five blade unit). 

HELICOPTER OPERATORSHELICOPTER OPERATORS



  

MD 900 Explorer

The MD 902 is certified for single-pilot operation under 
visual flight rules/visual meteorological conditions, and 
capable of operation under instrument flight rules. 
Powered by two dual redundant Pratt and Whitney-
Canada Model 207E turboshaft engines, the MD 902 
features a bearing-less, composite, fully-articulated 
main rotor system, and NOTAR® anti-torque system.
The NOTAR® system significantly improves safety and 
provides a major reduction in noise profile. The MD 
902 is Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)/EASA 
certified with full Category A design standards to JAR-
OPS 3 performance Class I, and is approved for use in 
over 50 worldwide countries.

HELICOPTER OPERATORSHELICOPTER OPERATORS

Ideally suited for multi-mission 
capabilities ranging from 
VVIP/passenger transport, emergency 
medical services, to utility missions, 
the MD 902 has a large cabin with 
sliding cabin doors on each side, 
integrated safety features, reduced 
noise signature, and no tail rotor 
(NOTAR®).



  

Trading

In case of sale of an aircraft G&G does:

· Evaluate the aircraft with reference to the market to determine the proper asking price

· Advertise the aircraft in different and effective ways

· Arrange the inspection of the aircraft by potential buyers

· Carry the commercial and contractual negotiation

· Assist on title transfer procedures

To guarantee such services G&G established a network of agreements and contacts at both domestic and 
international level.

Also for executive aircraft and helicopters trading, G&G propose, through the site www.air-more.com, an 
additional innovative method combining the usual professionalism with the opportunities granted by 
internet network.

HELICOPTER OPERATORSHELICOPTER OPERATORS

For the trading of aircraft and helicopters with features differing from those produced by its representations Eclipse ed 
MD Helicopters, G&G provides, thanks to the experience and methods matured in the commercial aviation field, an 
added value particularly useful for the customers of this sector of aviation.

Differently from many operators in this field G&G doesn’t act as a pure broker between buyer and seller but works as a 
partner of one of the two parties to whom offers a complete and professional consulting service representing it in any 
aspect and caring of its interest through the entire transaction.

Infact for a customer wishing to buy an aircraft, new or used, G&G provides its assistance in the following activities:

 · Evaluation of the aircraft type most suitable to customer requirements

· Research of actually available aircraft on both the new and used market

· Technical and economical evaluation of the aircraft identified on the market

· Commercial and contractual negotiation for the selected aircraft

· Research of the best solutions for the technical management of the aircraft

· Management of possible modifications or interior refurbishing

 · Assistance on title transfer and aircraft registration procedures



  

Other products and services

HELICOPTER OPERATORSHELICOPTER OPERATORS

G&G Aviation offers also to Executive Operators the following products and services, optimized for the needs 
of this type of customers but essentially similar to those described in the section relevant to Airlines: 

 Maintenance, painting and interiors

 Hangar and cover

 Docks

 Consulting

 Appraisals

 Technical services

 Lease management



  

LESSOR & FINANCELESSOR & FINANCE

G&G cooperates with Lessors and Financial companies both on 
commercial aspects of the transactions, relevant to the acquisition, 
sale  or lease  of aviation assets, and providing appraisals,  technical 
and management services



  

Lease marketing
G&G cooperates with lessors both proposing, or searching on 
request, aircraft to purchase and procuring customers for the lease 
of already available airplanes and helicopters.

The activities performed for the leasing companies may also 
include the research for "sale & lease back"  opportunities or the 
consolidation of transactions in which G&G presents, at the same 
time, a leasing requirement from an operator and the availability of 
a suitable aircraft to purchase.

G&G can, especially in the preliminary phases, act on behalf of the lessor without disclosing its identity, thus allowing a more discrete 
exploration of opportunities, while in the following phases may provide a complete support in the relationship with the operator for the 
following aspects:

●  Negotiation with the potential lessee

● Assistance in the drafting and finalization of LOI

● Organization of the aircraft inspection and acceptance process

● Assistance in the drafting and finalization of the lease agreement

● Lease management (calculation of amounts to be invoiced, management of maintenance reserves etc.)

● Coordination and management of maintenance events and records

● Periodical technical and administrative audit

● Payment management

● Management of the aircraft return, at lease end, with evaluation of the aircraft status and definition/negotiation of the
applicable economical or technical adjustments. 

LESSOR & FINANCELESSOR & FINANCE



  

Other services

G&G Aviation offers also to Lessor and Finance  the following services, similar, in general, to those described in the 
section regarding Airlines, but  adapted the needs of these type of customers:

 Consulting

 Appraisals

 Technical Services

 Lease Management

LESSOR & FINANCELESSOR & FINANCE



  

TRAININGTRAINING

The global offering of G&G Aviation to training centers, either 
belonging to airlines or independent, is aimed to support the 
training activities for the flight, cabin and maintenance staff



  

Flight simulators

Being exclusive representative of Frasca 
International, G&G Aviation can offer the widest 
range of flight training devices existing on the 
market. 

Infact Frasca is, for many pilots, synonim of simulator. Founded in 1958, produces 
from the simple trainer to Full Flight Simulators  and design and make in house also 
the visual systems like the TruVisionTM  Global with a field of view up to 220° 
horizontally and up to 70° vertically.

The simulators built by Frasca repllicate airplanes and helicopters, for civil and 
militay uses, of any size. 

The differentiated experience in terms of customers and 
aviation authorities (2600 devices in 70 countries)  allows 
to respond precisely to the needs of each single customer 
optimizing both economical aspects and training efficiency.

TRAININGTRAINING



  

Emergency simulators
G&G supplies also specific simulators for  training of cabin attendants to the use of the doors, the management of emergency situations 
and the on board services.

The equipment are made by the english company EDM, worldwide leader in this field, that G&G represents in Italy.

It is infact possible to use the emergency slides, to 
avoid damages to the aircraft doors that, contrary to 
the simulated doors, are not designed for continuous 
opening/closing, and to save the aircraft ground 
time.

Such characteristics, along with the possibility to 
perform also the training for on board services and 
the combined one between flight and cabin crews , 
provide a quick return on investment. 

In order to grant the maximum training fidelity, the simulators can be 
equipped with visual systems on the cabin windows, of motion systems, 
to represent the position of the aircraft in case of landing gear collapse 
and of fire and smoke simulation.

La EDM produces also Door Trainers and other types of equipment and 
mock-up for civil and military use. 

The utilization of Cabin 
Emergency Evacuation 
Trainers or CEET, which is 
increasingly required by the 
aviation authorities, 
provides a more complete 
and efficient training  in 
comparison with that made 
on the actual aircraft.

TRAININGTRAINING



  

Computer based training

The range of training products of G&G is completed with 
the representation of Infowerk  (Austria) offering a series 
of  multimedia coursewares also available in e-learning 
dedicated to regional aircraft and base training of pilots 
and technicians.

Infowerk, that made the courses relevant to the Embraer 
145, 170 e 190 for the aircraft manufacturer, is also active 
in the railway and marine fields.

The CBT is replacing the traditional classroom training 
thanks the following benefits, particularly important in the 
aviation world:

● Increased and standardized learning level of a specific 
topic

● Flexibility, for each student, to get the training in 
different time and location. The Infowerk coursewares 
can be provided for sale and in other arrangements, for 
example via internet for a defined number of users.

TRAININGTRAINING



  

For airports, handlers and MRO G&G offers, in cooperation with 
reliable specializing partners, used vehicles, infrastructures, 
tooling and services 

AIRPORTS & MROAIRPORTS & MRO



  

  AIRPORTS & MROAIRPORTS & MRO

Ramp equipment
G&G is active, since 2005 in the supply of products and services to the airports and handlers.

After representing for several years the major manufacturers of airport equipment, since 2014 G&G decided to offer to airport and 
handling companies a greater flexibility, in terms of lead times, budget and range of choice, by proposing used equipment.

· Passenger stairs
· Ambulift
· Catering trucks
· Toilet and Water service units
· Baggage transport and loading equipment
· Apron Buses
· Cargo Loader and Loader/trasporter
· Conventional and Towbarless aircraft tractors
· GPU e ASU

G&G Aviation is now in position to offer, in cooperation with reliable specialized 
partners, a complete range of products of different brands and budgets including:



  

Airport services
The main activity offered with respect to airport services is 
the runway rubber removal  to restore the necessary 
friction coefficient.

This service is performed with equipment with high 
pressure water  technology which allow, in case of need, 
the immediate reopening of the runway and avoid the risks 
of damaging the surface or leaving residuals potentially 
harmful for the jet engines.

As ancillary services G&G propose the runway friction test  and 
the removal and remaking of the horizontal markings.

AIRPORTS & MROAIRPORTS & MRO



  

Other products

G&G Aviation offers also to Lessor and Finance  the following services, similar, in general, to those described in the 
section regarding Airlines, but  adapted the needs of these type of customers:

 Hangar and covers
 Docks

AIRPORTS & MROAIRPORTS & MRO



  

rappresenta in Italia

Flight 
simulators

www.ad-aero.com www.aerisaviation.co.uk

www.aneaerogroup.com

tubesca-comabi.com

www.edm.ltd.uk www.frasca.com

www.global-engine.com www.infowerk.at www.mdhelicopters.com

www.wheeltug.com

(1) also for Malta
(2) also for new EU customers
(3) also for Malta and Qatar
(4) for UE, Norway and Switzerland
(5) also for Malta and other customers

CCTV cockpit door and cargo holds 
monitoring systems (1)

EU Dist. Eclipse /One Aviation
Jet Executive Aircraft (2)

Aircraft maintenance 
docks

Aircraft, engines and parts 
trading and leasing 

Emergency and cabin 
training simulators (3)

MRO, trading,   leasing of CFM56   
and PW JT8D      engines (4)

Multimedia 
aviation courswar

Turbine 
helicopters (1)

Electric taxiing 
system (5)



  

Contacts

Office:
+39-06-916507834
+39-06-90287269

Cel:
+39-347-3453551

Fax:
+39-06-62204662

E-mail: 
marketing@ggaviation.com

aircraft@ggaviation.com
helicopters@ggaviation.com
technical@ggaviation.com
training@ggaviation.com
airports@ggaviation.com

Skype: ggaviation

G&G Aviation Srl

Viale Regina Margherita 216
00198 ROME

ITALY

PHONE MAIL
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